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5 Tips for How to Win the Lottery
Saul Rosen September 23, 2018

Playing the lottery is all about luck and probability. Follow these 5 tips to
increase your chances of a big pay-off.

(Newswire.net -- September 23, 2018) -- Lottery - we seem to hear this word and, we
start seeing money all around. Playing the lottery is all about luck and probability.
Some win and some do not. We seem to envy the ones who win. However; most of the
times we don't realize the efforts or the number of attempts the person has taken

before that win. Ultimately, for all who play the lottery, it’s about quick money and finally that one big win. Some might
ask what I can do to increase my chances of winning.

Well! There are no guarantees for the win. There are quite some websites, blogs, and online communities which give
you tips on how you can maximize your chances of winning the lottery, however, few people won 50k by reading tips at
Oz-lotto website. Below are some tips that you can try and increase the probability of your win.

 Play multiple games

If you think games are the same everywhere. That is definitely not the case. The games vary from region to region and
from website to website. And you have big games as well as small games that you can try. Try smaller games and
multiple games, which also increase your odds of winning.

Lottery pool

The other way to try would be having a lottery pool. So what does mean by a lottery pool? That means buying more
than one lottery tickets. Buying multiple lottery tickets definitely increases your stakes of winning. There is one more
side to this. You can have all your friends and family contribute to buying the tickets and thus you are not the only one
contributing. However, the flipside being that – in case you win, you will need to share your earnings with all the people
who have contributed.

Check the numbers thoroughly

This is a common mistake most people make. They don’t check the numbers thoroughly. We are humans and prone to
errors. There is no harm in checking the numbers again. Even if you are sure that you have checked the numbers
properly once, just give it a glance once again or ask someone to check it for you. There is nothing to lose, on the
brighter side maybe you may have actually one the prize if the numbers matched.

Second Chance Games

There are some states, which have more than one prize. In case you have not won the first prize, you might want to
check your numbers once again for the other prizes. Some others have a lucky draw option, where after the first prize
has been declared, there is lucky draw taken out for another winner. These are basically called “second-chance
games”. Try and buy one of these tickets that give you a chance to win once again. You might never know when your
luck comes into play.

Don’t play the game

Sometimes people are just looking for quick money. That’s when the idea of purchasing lottery tickets comes into the
mind. The money spent on a lottery ticket when you purchase one at a time might seem like a small amount. However,
multiply this value with the number of times that you purchase the ticket, e.g., whether it’s once a day or once every 2
days or once a week. Depending on how frequently you purchase, calculate and see how much are you spending in a
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month on lottery tickets? Now just imagine that same amount of money it had been invested somewhere else would
have provided higher returns. The other side of the argument is that if I win the amount will be much greater than the
savings till now.

Life is all about taking that one chance and risk. It’s finally about whether you are willing to take the risk and till when do
you want to pursue it? The probability or likelihoods of winning are 1: million. Think about it.
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